A Glimpse into Being an Actuary
Oakland University
School of Business Administration/College of Arts and Sciences
High School Summer Camp 2020
Sample of Recommendation Form for Current or Recent Math Instructor
July 13-July 17, 2020

A link to an electronic version of this form will be emailed to you within two days of us receiving the application materials for (Student’s Name)____________________________________.

When you get the link please take a few minutes to complete the form.

Name of Student _____________________________________________

How long have you known this student?________________________

In what capacity have you known this student?
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Rate this student in the following areas:
Use the following scale Top 5%, Top 10%, Top Quartile, 2nd Quartile, 3rd Quartile, Bottom Quartile, Unknown

Attentiveness _______ Punctuality _________ Respectfulness _______

Overall Conduct _______ Involved in non-curricular programs _______

Leadership _______ Works well with others _______ Overall Evaluation _______

Oral Aptitude _______ Math Aptitude _________ Written Aptitude _______

The actuarial major at most university’s is very demanding, requiring a considerable amount of math (more than engineering), statistics (almost equivalent to a statistics major), economics (equivalent to an economics minor) and finance (equivalent to a finance major). Do you think that this student might have the ability to be successful in this type of program? YES NO MAYBE

Comments: